
Simplify Cookie Compliance for GDPR and ePrivacy Directive
New global regulations, like the GDPR and ePrivacy Directive, require businesses to inform visitors about the 
data being collected on their websites and provide visitors with the opportunity to decide what information 
to share. In order to comply with these new laws, businesses are rethinking their cookie compliance. 

CookiePro simplifies cookie consent through a number of different approaches, such as notice only, opt-out, 
implied, and opt-in consent, which meet diverse ePrivacy, GDPR, IAB Europe, DoNotTrack, DAA, and NAI  
standards. The CookiePro tool allows website owners to easily implement a cookie banner and preference 
center by scanning , identifying, and sorting millions of website behavior trackers, including cookies, tags, 
web beacons, and more. CookiePro is powered by OneTrust Cookie Consent Technology which is approved by 
the CNIL, IAPP, Google, Oracle AddThis, and AppNexus.

Is Your Website Cookie Compliant?

Scan Your Site Free Today! CookiePro.com

Integrates with Tag Managers

Integrates with Content Management Systems

1. Enter Website

Enter the website domain you 
want to scan into the CookiePro 

Website Scanner

2. Scan Website

CookiePro will scan 10 website 
pages for Cookies, Tags, Forms 

and a Privacy Policy

3. Generate Report

The scan results will be sent to 
your email detailing the website’s 
privacy risk and recommendations



Simplify Cookie Preferences
Site visitors can manage their cookie  
preferences using the CookiePro preference 
center to quickly enable and disable  
preferences at any time directly on your site.

Cookie Consent Banner
Generate a cookie banner for your site  
using one of the UI templates provided,  
or customize your own based on your  
approach to capturing visitor consent.

Show Only in EU
Show your banner only to visitors in the 
EU? Use reverse IP lookup to only show  
the banner to visitors accessing the site 
from an EU IP address.

Records of Consent
CookiePro will capture all site visitor  
preferences to maintain granular records  
of consent. Not ready for records?  
This can be toggled on or off in the tool.

PRO Starter

$10 
per domain/month 
up to 500 Subpages

PRO Standard

$30 
per domain/month 
unlimited Subpages

PRO Starter

$45 
per domain/month 
unlimited Subpages

Quick Implementations
24/7 access to our support portal with 
comprehensive documentation to get  
started quickly and support you  
throughout your entire implementation

Cookie Policy Localization
Our customizable interface allows to  
generate a fully branded privacy policy 
or design your own. Tailor the experience 
based on location and language.

Language Detection
Language detection localizes content for 
site visitors based on the language-culture 
setting in their browser or webpage.

Audit Trails
Captured consent, settings modifications 
on the cookie banner and preferences are 
stored in an audit log in the CookiePro 
consent module to show compliance history.

Cookie Policy
Automatically generate a cookie policy 
based on the scan, and schedule an auto 
scan to keep it up-to-date. Easily update 
the policy once it is added on your site.

Automated Cookie Scan
Scan your website against our database  
of 5M+ cookies and tracking technologies 
to identify and categorize tracking  
technologies on your site. 

ENTERPRISE

ENTERPRISE

ENTERPRISE

ENTERPRISE

Features

Pricing

For a full list of features, Visit CookiePro.com/Pricing

www.CookiePro.com I Support@CookiePro.com


